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introduction

The Law of the Sea Conference � now in its ,i.fth session in New Yorl � is

considering treaty provisions that will affect marine scientific research.

This paper will discuss the progress that has been made, and the trends that

have been indicated up to the present time. The paper will address solely

those aspects of the negotiations that will directly affect marine scientific

research. My analysis here is based principally upon a study of the first

informal single negotiating text  a product of the third session in Geneva!,

and the revised single negotiating text Ia product of the fourth session in

New York!. Additionally, I have discussed many of these issues with delegates

,~ttending the Conference in New York.

This paper is divided into four sections. The first section briefly

discusses the nature of the divergent interests that the treaty negotiations

are trying to conciliate. The second section briefly discusses treaty pro-

visions and international law dealing with marine research before the Third

Law of the Sea conference. The third section analyses the direction indicated

by the Third Law of the Sea negotiations This analysis is principally to

contrast the revised text with the first text. Although I quote relevant

parts of both the first and the revised texts, I am assuming that the reader

has both texts available to him. The fourth section of this paper recommends

some amendments to the revised text. The reader may find it convenient to

read the fourth section first and refer back to those earlier sections in which

he is interested.

I. The Nature of the Divergent Interests Relating to Marine Scientific Research.

Two basic factors are changing the way people look at the oceans. F'irst, it

1

Although the views of all the countries i.nvolved in the LOS negotiations by
no means always neatly fit into the single categories that are here described,
some usefu] generalizations may nonetheless he made.



is now becoming technologically and economically possible to profitably exploit

marine resources which previously were unknown or unattainable. Second, a number

of developing states have recently won political independence and are looking .or

new sources of wealth to develop their economies. A divergence of views between

the developed research states and the developing coastal states has resul=ed.

The interests of the developed coastal research states need litt le elabora-

2
tion here. Research states have, until quite recently, enjoyed almost complete

freedom to explore the deep sea and seabed, coastal waters, and continental margins

of the oceans. These states, and the marine scientific communities wi.th in them,

wish to preserve as much as possible their freedom to conduct further mar inc re-

search. To justify this freedom, they declare perhaps paradoxical ly tha: they

're pursuing truth for its own sake and they point out the benefits which will

accrue to mankind generally as a result of increased knowledge of the oceans.

Western oceanographers, and the developed research states generally, view marine

science as an essentially apolitical intellectual inquiry into the physical,

natural laws of the oceans. They see the knowledge gai~ed thereby as only incident-

ally benefiting one political or industrial faction over another. And it is im-

plicitly felt that, in the long run, the benefits from this knowledge wil.l spread

to the entire international community. The developed research states generally

favor freedom of research � and oppose a coastal state consent regime" - in the

coastal area.

'I'he 10 states with the largest number of marine scientist include: U.S., U.K.,
Japan, U.S,S.R., Canada, West Germany, Australia, India, Brazil, and France.
Brazil, India and Canada however have not aligned themselves with the developed

research stakes.
!
See the discussion at section II., infra.

In the 2nd session at Caracas, the "Western European approach" favored freedom
of scientific research in the high seas and the economic zone, subject to inter-
nationallyy adopted guidelines. U.S. Delegation Report  March 17 � May 9, 197."i!, p. 8.



The developing coastal states tend to view marine scientific research in5

a different light. The developing states are without Western Europe's and North

America's long tradition of the intellectual independence of pure scientific

inquiry from matters political or industrial, Instead, their view of science

tends to be both more practical and based on more immediate events. They see

the alliance of science, technology, and politics - a relatively recent, and

perhaps only superficial, phenomenon in Western Europe and North America - as

being of the essence of scientific inquiry. They tend to view marine scientists

as serving often as agents of the dominant political and industrial interests

back home, rather than as independent intellectual inquirers pursuing truth

for its own sake and for the benefit of all mankind.

Consequently, the developing states are skeptical when oceanographic re-

search, performed in their coastal waters by developed research states, is de-
6

scribed to them as being "basic research". First, they fear that the research

if often "applied", and that it is motivated by a desire of the distant research

countries to find and exploit the natural resources in the developing countries'

coastal waters. They fear the direct, physical exploitation of the resources by

the foreign industry before they have the technological capability to exploit it

themselves. In addition, the coastal developing states fear that more powerful

states may apply diplomatic pressure � ov even seek to interfere with their

internal politics - in order to seek the allegiance of the developing country

with its newly-found valuable resource. Finally, they fear that their national

5
I am referring here, in a general way, to those nations belonging to the Group
of 77, the African Group, and the Latin American Group.

6
Throughout this paper, I use the terms "basic" and "applied" research ~ 1 use
the terms in a necessarily imprecise way, relying on them only to draw a
general distinction. See generally the discussion at Section III. A. 3.b.
�.!  a.!, inFra.



security may be threatened by the fact that at least some military surveillance

of their coastlines and harbors is performed by hostile states under the guise

of oceanographic research.

For these reasons, many developing states are more interested in training

their own marine scientists and in fostering the importation of marine te hnolagy

than they are in encouraging oceanographic work in their coastal waters by the

developed research states. Many developing coastal states wish to be abl . to

closely regulate foreign vessel research in their coastal waters. They would

.like the research to be relevant to their own economic development, and would

Pike greater participation in the research by their own scientists. Thus many
'7

developing states favor. an absolute "consent regime" in the coastal area.

There seems to be a general consensus in Committee II of the negotiations

that a coastal state's economic zone should extend 200 nautical miles from its

shore. The principal debate between the developed research states and the develop-

ing coastal states concerns the extent to which, and under what circumstances,

research in the economic zone and on the continental shelf should be subject to

the consent of the coastal country. There seems also to be a general consensus

in Committee I that an International Seabed Authority should be created having

jurisdiction over the deep-sea floor. Questions are also raised in that committee

concerning the extent to which, and under what circumstances, deep-sea research

should be subject to the Authority. The conference is trying to find middle ground

acceptable to both the developed research states and the developing state

7
In the second session at Caracas, the "Group of 77 approach" wished to create an
absolute consent regime, making all research subject to coastal state consent in
the economic zone and on the continental shelf, and making all research . ubject
to Authority consent beyond these areas. U.S. Delegation Report  March '2 - May 9,
197S!, p. 8.



II, The Present Legal Regime

Marine scientific research has enjoyed considerable freedom until recently.

It has been restricted only by the provisions of the Geneva Conventions oi 1958,

by customary international law, and by unilateral coastal state action. Article

92, paragraph 1, of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf discusses

marine scientific research activities on the continental shelf:

' t!he coastal state exercises over the continental
shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring
it and exploiting its natural resources,"

Article 5, paragraph 8, of the same Convention also provides,

"The exploration and exploitation of the continental
shelf must not result in any unjustifiable interfe-
rence with fundamental oceanographic or other scien-
tific research carried out with the intention of
open publication. The consent of the coastal state
shall be obtained in any research concerning the
continental shelf. The coastal state shall not normally
withhold its consent if the request is submitted by a
qualified institution with a view to purely scientific
research into the physical or biological characteristics
of the continental shelf, providing the coastal state
shall have the right to participate or be represented
in the research, and in any event the results shall be
published."

All marine scientific research on the continental shelf is thus subject to coastal

state consent. However, that consent must generally be granted for basic research.

Problems have arisen in interpreting this convention. The Convention is unclear as

to the precise limits of the continental shelf. The definition of a "qualified

institution" has been disputed. And of course, no one knows for certain what fun-

damental" or "purely scientific" research is.

8
Even though the Geneva Conventions have been ratified only by about one-third of the
worlds' nation-states, many of the conventions provisions are generalIy viewed as

.~eflecting customary international 1aw.

 !
'April 28, 1958 �964! 1 U.S.T. 471, T,I,A.S, No. 5578, 499 U.N.T.S. 511  effective

for United States June 10, 1964!.



The Continental Shelf Convention did not affect rights to do researcn ori r.}re

deep seabed beyond the continental shelf. Most commentators agree that customary

international law grants freedom of scientific research on the deep seabed. It i.-

true that freedom of scientific research is not specifically listed in th 1958

10
Geneva Convention on the High Seas. That list however is generally riot consi.dered

exhaustive. Consequently, freedom of research on the deep seabed beyond the corrti-

iiental shelf can be restricted only by the flag state of the research ves..-el.

1'he restrictions on research in the Continental Shel f Convention did not

affect the right to do research in the super-adjacent water column. Customary

~ ri'.ernational law grants the coastal state absolute powers to regulate, r:stri.t,

or prohibit research in its territorial sea. No treaty has established the outer-

most limits of a coastal states territorial sea. Under the 1958 Geneva Coriventiori

on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone , a state's contiguous sea cannot

extend beyond 12 miles seaward. It has often been argued that, by im»licarion,

this treaty and customary international law prevent a coastal state from claiming

a territorial sea beyond 12 miles. The official U.S. position however has been

that customary international law limits the territorial sea to 3 miles.

Most commentators agree that research in the super-adjacent water column

beyond the territorial sea is a freedom of the high seas. As with deep seabed

research, water column research is not specifically listed as a high seas freedom

in the 1958 Geneva Convention of the High Seas. It is widely viewed as a customary

freedom of the high seas, however. Consequently it is subject to regulation only

by the flag state of the research vessel.

April 9, 1958 �962}  effective for United States Sept. 30, 1962! 2 U.S T. 2312,
T.I,A.S. No 5200, 450 U.N.T.S. 82.

1 ]
A»ril 29, 1958 �964}.



The freedom of research on the deep seabed and on the high seas, as provided

by customary international law, has lately eroded somewhat. An increasing number

of states have declared extended exclusive fishing or resource zones beyond their

12-mile contiguous zone. Fish or resource-related research � and in some instances

all research � must receive coastal state consent before it can be performed in

this new area. In addition, there have been a number of regional agreements made

to encourage local marine scientists to perform all research in the claimed area,

Such regional agreements include: The Lima Declaration of 1970, The Santo Domingo

Declaration of 1972, and the Declaration of Addis Adaba of 1973.



III. The Law of the Sea Conference

The negotiations at the Law of the Sea Conference are divided into three

committees. Committee I, responsible for the Part I text, is concerned with

the law of the deep seabed beyond the claims of national sovereignty. Committee

II, responsible for the Part II text, is concerned with defining the geographic

limits of, and substantive rights within, the territorial sea, economic zone,

and high sea. The first Part II text had several substantive provisions con-

cerning marine scientific research in the economic zone and continental shelf.

The revised Part II text however defers generally to the provisions of the Part

III text. Committee III, responsible for the Part III text, is concerned12

with marine environmental protection and preservation, marine scientific re-

search, and technology transfer. Although there has been no Committee IV, the

Part IV text � drafted by the President of the conference � is concerned with

the dispute settlement mechanisms.

This discussion will examine these committee texts and wi.ll point out the

important changes from the first text to the revised text. In addition, it will

address those provisions of importance which have remained unchanged. Both the

first and the revised texts are "informaI. negotiating texts", drafted solely by

the committee chairmen. They serve officially only as a focus for negotiations.

Changes rrray simply reflect a new idea. floated by the chairmen. And lack of. change

in the language of a provision from the first to the revised text ma> simply

reflect lack of discussion, rather than general consensus, on that issue. With

the exercise of appropriate caution, however, changes from the first to the

revised texts can be seen to reflect a trend in the consensus which is developing.

12 See discussion at section III, A, 3,b. �.'!  a.!, infra.



A. Marine Scientific Research Within the Zones of National Sovereignty

Both the first single negotiating text and the revised text divide

Part II1, Chapter II � the chapter on marine scientific research � into six

sections. That organizational structure is followed here.

l. General Provisions

The General Provisions of Section I of the revised text are essentially

similar to those of the first text. The texts affirm the right to conduct marine

scientific research. In both texts, this research "... shall be conducted ex-13

elusively for peacefu! purposes". Problems may arise here whenever a research» 14

institution � or a naval research ship � wishes to conduct marine research which

has clear and direct military implications in either the open ocean or in coastal

waters.

The texts define "marine scientific research" slightly differently.

Under the first text, it is "... work designed to increase man's knowledge of the

marine environment". Under the revised text, it is "... work designed to increaseIS

mankind's knowledge of the marine environment», This change may indicate a trend

toward discouraging classified research by research institutions. Marine scientific

research is defined broadly enough in both texts to include both basic and applied

research.

2. International and Regional Cooperation

There is virtually no change in the section dealing with international

and regional cooperation from the first text to the revised text. The articles

in this section are general in nature. 'Ihey call upon those engaged in marine

13
First text, Part III, Art. 2; revised text, Part III, Art. 49.

14
First text, Part III, Art. 4; revised text, Part III, Art. 51.

lS
First text, Part III, Art. l.

16
Revised text, Part III, Art. 48.
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research to cooperate in their efforts in order to promote mutual benefit. l 

Both texts, in general terms, call for what amounts to an international affir-

mative action program. Those engaged in research are required to,

actively promote the flow of scientific data and informa-
tion and the transfer of knowledge resulting from marine scien-
tific research in particular to developing countries, as well
as the strengthening of the autonomous marine research capabil-
ities of developing countries through, inter alia programmes to
provide adequate educa!IIon and training of their technical and
scientific personnel".

This seems to reflect generally those provisions, found in both the first and

19the revised texts, calling for the development and transfer of technology

ln particular, it reflects the desire, found in both texts, to create regional
20marine scientific and technological centers.

Conduct and Promotion of Marine Scientific Research

This section is the longest, and probably the most disputed of those

which apply to marine scientific research. A number of significant changes have

been made from the first to the revised text.

a. Research in the Territorial Sea

Article 57, Part III, of the revised text discusses research in a21

coastal state's territorial sea. 1'n several respects, the revised text has

enhanced coastal state sovereignty in its territorial sea. Where the first text

granted "exlusive" research rights here to the coastal state, the revised text

It 22grants "sovereign rights".

17
First text, Part III, Art. 8; revised text, Part III, Art. 53,

1B
First text, Part III, Art. 10; revised text, Part III, Art, 55

19
First text, Part III at the end; revised text, Part III, Chapter III.

20
First text, Part III, Chapter III; revised text, Part III, Chapter III, Section III.

21
See also, first text, Part III, Art. 13

22
c. f., revised text, Part I I, Art. 44,
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Also, the first text required that "..23
 r! equests for  coastal state! consent

shall be submitted to the coastal state well in advance and shall be answered

without undue delay." The requirement of a timely reply was doubtless viewed hy

many coastal states as an infringement of their territorial sea power and discre-

tion. The revised text is silent concerning the requirements of coastal tate

response to a request to do research in its territorial sea. Presumably now no

response is required at all.

In one respect however coastal state sovereignty in its territorial ea

may have been reduced. Where the first text required the "explicit conser,t" of

a coastal state before doing research in its territorial sea, the revised text

requires only that such research be conducted "...under conditions set forth

by the coastal state". This change has the effect of reducing unnecessary

communication betwen researchers and coastal states. It would allow territorial

sea research to take place without requiring explicit coastal state consent for

each project, so long as it complied with coastal state guidelines.

b. Research in the Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf

Articles 58 through 66, Part III of the revised text, discuss the24

right to do marine scientific research in a coastal state's economic zone or on

its continental shelf. Neither the economic zone nor the continental shelf is

defined in the Part III text. However, the economic zone is described in the

Part II text as extending 200 miles seaward of the coastal state's shore base-
25

line. And the continental shelf is also defined in the Part II text as the

23 .
First text, Part III, Art. 13.

24
See also, first text, Part III, Arts. 14-23.

25 F irst text, Part II, Ar t. 46; revised text, Part I I, Art. 45.

seabed extending "... throughout the natural prolongation of  the coastal state' s!



land territory to the outer edge of the continental margin". As previously26

27
mentioned, the right of research institutions to conduct coastal research is

a continuing subject of debate between developed research states and developing

states. A number of changes have been made from the first to the revised texts.

Although there does not appear to be a major swing of consensus toward either

side of the debate, there does appear to be a slight drift from the first to

the revised text toward greater coastal state consent powers.

 I! Notification Requirements

Article 58, Part III, of the revised text outlines the requirements28

for notification of a coastal state concerning proposed research in its economic

zone or on its continental shelf. The revised text adds the new requirement that

such notificatio~ take place at least 4 months prior to the proposed research

starting date. This provision was doubtlessly added in order to give the coastal

state sufficient time to evaluate the proposal, and perhaps ask further questions,

29so as to intelligently exercise its consent powers, The required notification

time gives the coastal state the opportunity to negotiate with the proposing

research institution to seek modifications or additions to the proposed research

and to arrange for its own participation.

The 4-month notification requirement should not generally prove di ffi-

cult to those research institutions wishing to engage in coastal zone research.

In fact, since research ship cruises are generally planned over a year in advance,

it should be desirable to notify coastal states as soon as those plans are known.

Under article 64, Part III of the revised text, a coastal state is deemed to

have impliedly consented to research unless it has objected to, or asked for

26
First text, Part II, Art. 62; revised text, Part II, Art. 64.

27'See discussion at section ll, ~su ra.

28
See also, first text, Part III, Art, 15.

29
See discussion at section III. A. 3.b. �,!, infra.
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more information concerning, such research within 2 months after receiving notifi-

cation. Early notification would thus allow for ample time to negotiate with the

coastal state in order to win its consent, Additionally, since the dispute

settlement mechanisms may be quite time-consuming, early notification would be30

to the advantage of research institutions.

Both the first and the revised text require the research institutions to

notify the coastal state as to the nature, objective, method, institution, per-

sonnel, time, and place of research. In addition, article 58, Part III of the

revised text, requires a description of scientific equipment to be used, the time

of deployment and removal of the equipment, and the extent to which the coastal

state should be able to participate in the project.

There may be occasions however where a researcher would want to alter a

research project either at the last minute or after the project has started. He

may have equipment problems or he may learn of new conditions which would make it

desirable to modify the project. The requirement of 4 months prior notification

might prevent him from making these project modifications even if the coastal

state would not oppose them.

Under article 65. l.  a! 5  b!, Part III of the revised text, *he coastal31

state can order the cessation of any ongoing research, and prevent any subsequent

research, if it feels that a researcher has provided inadequate or inaccurate

information, Thus, as a practical matter a researcher would not undertake a

research project in the face of coastal state unhappiness concerning the adequacy

of the notification provided. Article 64  c!, Part III of the revised text, allows

a coastal state receiving such notification to ask supplimental questions. Un-

Fortunately, no maximum time period is established to cut off the coastal states

30
See discussion at section III. A.6., infra.

31
See di;cussion at section III. A.3.b.�.!  b.!, infra.
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right to ask further questions. Under the provisions of the revised text a coasta1

state could in bad faith ask additional questions indefinitely, thus delaying or

preventing research completely. Without such a time limit cut off, a de facto

absolute consent regime may be established.

�! Conditions of Research

Article 59, Part III of the revised text, states the conditions im-32

Posed upon all economic zone or continental shelf research. The article outlines

the rules of etiquette and courtesy respecting the coastal state which must be

followed by those engaging in coastal research. The general trend from the first

to the revised text seems to be in favor of according greater respect to the

interests of the coastal state.

Both the first and the revised texts encourage participation in the research

project by the coastal state. The revised text however is more explicit in artic-

ulating the right of the coastal state to participate directly on the research

vessel itself. Where the first text would "... provide the coastal state an

opportunity to participate directly ... in the research on hoard vessels 'I > 3 3

th= revised text would "... ensure the rights of the coastal state, if it so

desires, to participate or be represented in the research project, especially an

�34
board research vessels..."

Both texts require that the results of the research be made availabl to the

coastaI state. The revised text however increases the rights of the coastal state

to be informed as to those results. The first text required, as a general rule,

that the coasta1 state be informed only of the final resu1ts of the research

2
See also, first text, Part III, Art. 16.

33
; i rst text, Part II I, Art. 16  b! .

34
Revised text, Part III, Art. 59  a!.

35
First text, Part I II, Art. 16  c! .



the research institution had to provide preliminary reports only for applied

36research "relating to the living and non-living resources". Under the revised

text, the coastal state must be provided with both preliminary and final results

for all research, basic or applied. 37

The revised text seems to have retreated somewhat from the earlier require-

ment that samples and raw data collected during the research be given to the

coastal state. The first text required that the research institutions "... under-

take to provide the coastal State on agreed basis raw and processed data -nd

samples of materials". This requirement would have been quite burdensome to38

research institutions, in some circumstances may have damaged the scientifi,c

value of the samples, and often would have been of little or no benefit to the

coastal state. The revised text now requires only that the research institutions

undertake to provide access for the coastal State, at its request, tc all

data and samples ... and likewise to furnish to it data which may be copied and

samples which may be divided without detriment to their scientific value".

The coastal state is still guaranteed the right to a first-hand inspection of

the data samples collected, and can receive part of the samples themselves where

feasible. And under both the first and the revised texts, the research institu-

tion must, if requested, assist the coastal state in assessing such data - nd

samples.

36 First text> Part III, Art. 21 b!.

37
Revised text, Part III, Art. 59 b!.

38
First text, Part III, Art. 16 d! .

39
Revised text, Part III, Art. S9 c! .

40
First text, Part III, Art. 16 e!; revised text, Part III, Art. S9 d!,
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At a time subsequent to completion of the research the coastal state may wish

to evaluate the samples or data for its own, perhaps different, purposes. Under

such circumstances, it would have the right of access to the data and samples,

and the right to assistance in interpreting them. The text does not state who

should pay for the costs involved.

Both the first and the revised texts require that the research institution

4l
make the research results internationally available , and that it notify the

coastal state of any change of research plans. In addition, the new text
42

requires that, for all research, the research institution should "... unless

otherwise agreed, remove the scientific installations or equipment once the re-

43
search is completed". This new provision may be burdensome where unmanned

data collection buoys are extensively used, and it may be almost impossible

where equipment is lost to the bottom.

�! Coastal State Consent

Article 60, Part III, of the revised text discusses the powers of

a coastal state to prohibit research in its economic zone or on its continental

shelf, The article is a substantial rewriting and consolidation of articles 18,

19, Zl, and 22, Part III, of the first text. The revised text, like the first

tries to strike a balance between the competing interests of freedom of research

and the sovereignty of the coastal state over its economic zone and continental

shelf. 1}owever, there appears to be a slight drif't from the first to the .'ecnnd

text towards greater coastal state consent powers.

41 First text, Part III, Art. l6 f!; revised text, Part III, Art. 59 e!.

42
First text, Part III, Art. 16 g!; revised text, Part III, Art. 59 f!.

43
Revised text, Part III, Art. 59 g! .
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 a.! Basic v. Applied Research

Both the first and the revised texts draw a pivotal distinction

between basic and applied research in the economic zone or on the continental

shel.f. The coastal state is empowered in both texts to withhold its consent if

the research is applied - that is if the research is in some way conrected with

the exploitation of natural resources. On the other hand, the coastal. state

cannot withhold its consent for basic research � that is, if the research is

simply an attempt to better understand the physical phenomena of the oceans.

This distinction has justifiably been criticized as unclear; sometimes a research

project "an be considered to be both basic and applied. Despite the inherent

problems in drawing the line between basic and applied research, however, that

distinction will likely remain in any attempt to strike a balance between science

and sovereignty. In most cases it is reasonably apparent on which side of the

line a proposed research project will faIl. What is more, the distinction lies

at the heart of the debate between the interests of freedom of research and

coastal state sovereignty. It is the necessary compromise which must be drawn

44between the developed research states and the developing coastal states.

 i! The First Text

As previously noted, both Part I I 5 Part I II of the first text addressed
45

marine scientific research in coastal waters, Interestingly, they established

two different types of limited consent regimes. Part II of the first text

granted "exclusive rights and jurisdiction" to the coastal state over research

in the economic zone. Coastal state consent was required for all research46

in the economic zone. However, Part II of the first text required that a

44
See generally Part I, supra.

1S
See discussion in section ll, ~su ts.

46
First text, Part I I, Art. 4$ j..  c!  ii.! .
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coastal state "... shall not normally withhold its consent if the request is

submitted by a qualified institution with a view to purely scientific

�47research..." The partial consent regime established here is reminiscent

of that established by the 1958 Geneva Convention of the Continental Shelf

48
concerning shelf research.

Part III of the first text established a different type of limited

consent regime. Coastal state consent was necessary for applied research

but need not even be requested for basic research. Part III of the first

text explicitly established the two basic and applied categories of

research. It distinguished research "of a fundamental nature" from re-

search "related to the resources." Confusingly, it then distinguished�49

"fundamental research" from "research directly related to the exploration

and exploitation of the living and non-living resources." Presumably,�5G

these were two similar and alternate ways of distinguishing basic from applied

research. Article 21, Part III of the first text, stated that

" a!ny research project related to the living and non-
living resources of the economic zone and the conti-
nental shelf shall be conducted only with the explicit
consent of the coastal state."

47
First text, Part II, Art. 49.

48 See the discussion in section II. ~sn ra.

49
First text, Part III, Art. 18 L!.

50
First text, Part III, Art. 18�! .
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Article 19, Part III of the first text, stated that a coastal state may object

to research,

only on the ground that the said project would infringe
on its rights as defined in this convention over the naIural
resources of the economic zone, or continental shelf".

Article 22, Part III, of the first text dealt explicitly with basic research.

When the proposed research was "fundamental", the research institution was not

required to seek coastal state consent and the coastal state was not empowered

to prevent such research.

 ii! The Revised Text

As previously mentioned, the revised Part II text generally defers to the
52

53revised Part III text provisions concerning marine scientific research. Thus,

the partial consent regime created in Part lII of the revised text is the only

one that applies to marine scientific research in coastal waters. Interestingly,

Part III of the revised text abandons the type of partial consent regime established

in Part III of the first text, and adopts a partial consent regime which most

closely resembles that proposed in Part II of the first text.

Article GO l!, Part III of the revised text, gives the impression of granting

the coastal state very broad consent powers:

51
The first text, Part II, Art. 45�!  a! grants the coastal state "...sovereign
rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing
the natural resources..." of the economic zone. Art. 63 l!, Part I I, grants
"sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring  the continental shel f! and
exploiting its "natural resources...".

52 See the discussion at section Iii, ~su ta.

53
It is true that articles 44 5 47 of the revised Part II text give the coastal
state exclusive jurisdiction and rights over economic zone research. However,
the operative language of article 47, Part II of the revised text, defers to
the provisions of Part III of the revised text. Similarly, although article
65 of the revised Part II text grants sovereign rights to the coastal state
over applied research on the continental shelf. However, article 73 of the
revised Part IT text defers again to the revised Part TIT text.
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"Marine scientific research activities in the economic zone
or on the continental shelf shall be conducted with the con-
sent of the coastal state in accordance with the provisions
of this convention".

Much of this power however is taken away in the next sentence, article 60 Z!,

Part III of the revised text:

"The coastal state shall not withhold its consent to the

conduct of a marine scientific project unless that pro-
ject:

 a! bears substantially upon the exploration or exploitation of
the living or non-living resources..."

The effect of the 2 sentences in article 60, Part III of the revised text, is

thus to establish a partial consent regime. Effective consent power is granted

to the coastal state over applied research but not over basic reseaTch. A coastal

state is empowered to withhold its consent over applied research. However, a

54
coastal state is nowhere empowered to withhold its consent over basic research.'

Therefore the revised text requires by implication that a coastal state grant.

its consent to basic research. Where Part III of the first text was explicit

in articulating the distinction between basic and applied research, Part III of

the revised text does so by implication.

Thus, Part III of both the first text and the revised text establishes

partial consent regime for the economic zone and continental shelf. Under both

Part III texts, the coastal state is empowered to prevent applied research but

must allow basic research. ln practical terms however, the consent powers of

the coastal state may have been broadened in Part III from the first to the re-

vised text. Under the first text, if a researcher thought his proposed project

was basic research, he need not seek coastal state consent at all  although he

did have to comply with the notification requirements, discussed ~su ra! . In a

54
And if the research is neither basic nor applied � a rare but conceivable
situation - a coastal state cannot withhold its consent.
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sense, sleeping dogs could be left to lie. Under the revised text, coastal state

consent is necessary even for basic research. Coastal states are thus given in

the revised text a more active and primary role in characterizing a research

project as basic or applied.

It is uncertain whether the language of Part III of the revised text has

defined applied research in such a way as to include a wider range of activi.ty

than did the language used in Part III of the first text, Under article 60  Z!

 a!, Part III of the revised text, a coastal state may withhold its consent to

research "bearing substantially upon the exploration and exploitation" of the

55 56resources. The meaning of this phrase is quite ambiguous. If article 60 �!

55
This phrase is not new to the Law of the Sea Conference. Art. 2, para. 1,
of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf stated that the coastal
state exercises over the continental shelf the sovereign rights for "exploring
it and exploiting its natural resources". The phrase "exploration and exploita-
tion of resources" was used along with the phrase "related to the resources" to
define applied research in the first text. The phrase appeared in the Evenson
text between the third and fourth sessions of the conference. The phrase is
used in both texts to define those activities over which a coastal state mav
exercise sovereign powers in the economic zone and on the continental shelf.
First text, Part I, Art. 1 ii!; revised text, Part I, Art. l ii!. And it is
used in both texts to define those activities over which the International
Seabed Authority may exercise sovereign powers in the deep seabed. First text,
Part II, Arts. 45 l! a! and 63 L!; revised text, Part II, Arts, 44�! a! and
65 l! .

56
The crux of the ambiguity lies with the definition of the word "exploration".
Webster's new International Dictionary, Second Edition, unabridged, de ines
"exploration" as an

"Act of exploring, as for geographical discovery; examina-
tion; as, explorations in unknown countries."

"Explore" is defined in 2 ways:

"l. To seek for or after; to strive to attain by search,
2. To search through or into; to penetrate or range over

for discovery; to examine thoroughly, as, to explore
new seas."

For example, the phrase "exploration of an area" would have a very broad meaning,
and would probably include all basic and applied research in an area. The phrase
"exploration of resources in an area" would have a narrower definition; however
basic research of potential resources would probably be included. The phrase
"exploration for resources in an area" would have the narrowest meaning; it
would cover only applied research concerned with locating resources for the
purpose of exploitation.
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 a!, Part III, is interpreted to grant consent powers to a coastal state over

research concerned with either the "exploration of resources" not necessarily

motivated by the goal of immediate exploitation � certainly a plausible construc-

tion of the language - a very broad range of research would be included. A

coastal state would have consent powers over all research � no matter how Qasj c

which had potentially exploitable resources as its object of study. Conceivably

all geological and biological research could be defined as "exploration of" oil

57or fish resources, and requiring coastal state consent. All scientific explora-

tion would then be subject to coastal state veto.

On the other hand, if the article is interpreted to grant consent powers

only over research concerned with an "exploration for resources" necessarily

motivated by the goal of exploitation of resources - an only slightly more

plausible construction of the language � a coastal state's consent, powers would

be much less. Only commercial exploration would than be subject to coastal state

veto. Basic geological or biological research � even which had potentially ex-

58ploitable resources as its object of study - would not require consent.

The uncertainty in meaning of this key phrase could of course be reduced by

a slight revision of the language of the text. For example, if article 60�!  a!,

Part III, were amended to grant consent powers to the coastal state only over that

research which "bears substantially upon the exploration for, and exploitation of,

the living or non-living resources", then the narrower interpretation would be

clear. This amendment would of course be supported by the developed research

states. If, on the other hand, the article were amended to grant consent powers

57
This broader construction of the phrase "exploration and exploitation of re-
sources" is supported by the use of a similar phrase "exploring it, and exploit-
ing its natural resources" in the revised text, Part II, Art. 65 l! .

58 This narrower construction of the phrase "exploration and exploitation of
resources" is supported by the use of a similar phrase "exploitation for,
and exploitation of, the resources" in the revised text, Part I, Art. 1 ii!
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over all research which "bears substantially upon the exploration of', or tne

exploitation of, the living or non-living resources", then the broader inter-

pretation would be clear. This amendment would of course be supported by the

developing coastal states, The phrase however may have intentionally been left

ambiguous so that the opposed sides could each agree to sign the treaty. The

texts' draftsmen may have attempted to concilliate through confusion the opposed

interests involved. It would then be left to 1! the general criteria and guide-

lines defining 4ssicand applied research established by the "competent international
�59 60organizations", and 2! the dispute settlement mechanisms, to interpre the phrase

after the treaty had come into force, As the revised text is present]y drafted, how-

ever, there are disadvantages with this attempt to compromise through ambiguity:

1! The general criteria and guidelines drafted by the competent international

organization are advisory only; 2! Given the multiplicity of dispute settlement

mechanisms and tribunals, the potential for lengthy proceedings and conflicting

interpretations is great. From the point of view of the developed research states,

the advantages of a possibly favorable narrow construction of coastal state con-

sent powers may well be out-weighed by disadvantages of uncertainty and de] ay in

planning research ships cruise schedules.

 b! Additional Consent Powers

Article 60, Part III, of the revised text has enumerated several

additional situations where a coastal state is empowered to withhold its consent

to proposed research in its economic zone or on its continental shelf. These

consent powers extend to research which "involves drilling or the use of explosives",

which "unduly interferes with economic activities performed by the coastaj State...",

or which "involves the construction, operation or use of ... artificial islands,

59
Revised text, Part III, Art. 62.

60
Revised text, Part III, Section VI, and Part IV text.



installations and structures... . It is likely that these provisions aretr 61

merely an attempt to more specifically enumerate the consent powers granted in

the first text over research which would "... infringe on  the coastal state' '!

62
rights as defined in this Convention over the natural resources...". The

enumeration in the revised text however may have raised more questions than it.

answered. Which, if any, of the many bottom and sediment sample collection

techniques used by marine geologists would be considered "drilling" ? Which, if

any, of the many means of seismic profiling would be considered the "use of

explosives" ? What are the "economic activities" of a coastal state? If these

provisions are broadly interpreted, coastal state consent powers over marine

research may be greatly increased.

Finally, article 65, Part III of the revised text, adds several provisions

which expand upon a coastal state's consent powers. A coastal state can require

the cessation of ongoing research if insufficient or inaccurate notification

63under article S8, Part III, was made prior to the project. And it can with-

hold its consent, even from an obviously basic project, if the conditions of

a prior research project under article 59, Part III, have not yet been fulfilled. 64

It is likely that a coastal state can so punish all research institution, in a

country when there has been a prior default by only one of that country's institu-

tions.

�! Publication of Research Results

Article 61, Part III of the revised text, discusses the right of the

research institution to publish the results of economic zone or continental sheli

61
Revised text, Part II I, Art. 60�!  b!,  c!,  d!,

62
First text, Part III, Art. 19.

63 See discussion at section III. A. 31, Ib.! Il.!, ~cu re.

64 See discussion at section III, A, 3 [b .! I2 !, ~su ra.
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research.

"The results of a research project bearing substantially
upon the exploration and exploitation of the living or
non-living resources of the economic zone and on the
continenta1 shelf of a coastal State shall not be pub-
lished or made internationally available against the
express wish of that State."

Under the revised text, the results of economic zone or continental shelf applied

research can be published if the coastal state is silent as to publication.

Under the provisions of the first text, the results of' such research could be

published only if the coastal state explicitly consented to such publication;

there could be no publication in the face of coastal state silence. Thus, a

research institution's rights to publish the results of applied research has

improved slightly from the first to the revised text.

It is still uncertain however when the coastal state may exercise its

power to deny publication. May a coastal state wait until after the research

is completed before informing the research institution that it will block pub-

lication? And if the latter is the case, does the automatic consent provisions

of article 64, Part III of the revised text, also authorize publication? These

are important questions, since a scientist may decide against undertaking a

piece of research if he does not &el confident that he can publish the result.",.

�! Communication with Coastal States

It should be clear by now that, under the provisions of the proposed

treaty, research institutions and coastal states will engage in much communication

concerning the many aspects of proposed economic zone and continental shelf re-

search. Article 17, Part III of the first text, required that such communication

be made through "appropriate official channels" ~ Presumably this would have re-

quired research institutions to direct all of their communication through their

respective home Foreign Offices and to the coastal states' Foreign Offices.

Under these circumstances, marine research would on occasion have been stalled

65

irst text, Part III, Art. 21 c!.



by bureaucratic delays and may well have gotte~ involved in unrelated political

and diplomatic machinations. Article 63, Part III of the revised text, avoids

the problem somewhat when it states, communication "... shall be made through

appropriate official channels unless otherwise agreed". This would presumably

permit private research institutions to communicate directly with coastal states,

without having to go through their home Foreign Offices. 66
Private research

institutions may take advantage of these more direct means of communication in

order to facilitate the delicate and lengthy negotiations which sometimes will

preceed gaining the consent of states deemed "unfriendly" by the home Foreign

Office. A number of questions however are raised by the revised text. What

66 Public research institutions in the United States are required to seek coastal
state consent through the State Department.

67 First text, Part III, Art. 23.

procedures must be followed so as ta determine that it is "otherwise agreed"

that direct institution - coastal state communication is permitted? Assuming a

private research institution can correspond directly with a coastal state, with

whom in the coastal state must the communication be made? It is probably safe

to say that the smaller the role played by politicians, diplomats and lawyers,

the better the prospects for economic zone and continental shelf research. How-

ever it is likely that most coastal states will require that research institutions

correspond with their official Foreign Offices.

�! Rights of Land-Locked and Geographically-Disadvantaged States

Article 66, Part III of the revised text, discusses the rights of

land-locked and geographically disadvantaged states concerning economic zone and

continental shelf research. The provisions here are almost identical to those of

the first text. Those engaged in research - including presumably the coastal67
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state itself � are required to "take into account" the interests and rights of

these states. In addition, the land-locked and geographically-disadvantaged

states are entitled to the same notification as coastal states, including68

the new requirement that the research institution describe the extent to

69
which they can participate or be represented in the project. Notwithstanding

this notification requirement, however, the land-locked and geographically-

disadvantaged have weaker rights to participate directly in a research project

70
than do the coastal states. They are entitled to assistance in assessing the

project data and samples, and to information about changes in the reseaTch

program. However they are not entitled to preliminary or final results or to

71
access to data or samples from the research. Land-locked and geographically

disadvantaged states do not have nearly the rights that coastal states do con-

cerning economic zone and continental shelf research. This may change in the

upcoming August session of the Conference.

4. Legal Status of Scientific Research Installations

and Equipment in the Marine Environment

This section deals with the status and proper use of either manned

or unmanned marine scientific equipment. It is unclear whether these provisions

apply only to some or to all of the equipment used by marine scientists. The

revised text varies little from the provisions of the first text. Article 70,

68
Revised text, Part III, Art. 58.

69
Revised text, Part III, Art. 58 f!.

70
The research institution must, under Art. 59 a! "ensure the rights of the
coastal State, if it so desires, to participate or be represented in the
research project, especially on board research vessels...". On the other
hand, under Art. 66�!, "... neighboring land locked and other geographically
disadvantaged States shall, at their request be given the opportunity to
participate, whenever feasible, in the proposed research project through
qualified experts appointed by them".

71
Revised text, Part III, Art. 66 l!, and Art. 59.
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72
Part III of the revised text, states in effect that a research institution

cannot perform, by using unmanned equipment, research that it could not perform

by manned ship. Thus a research project in the economic zone or on the conti-

nental shelf, even if done by unmanned equipment, must still comply with the

convention's requirements concerning notification, conditions, and consent.

Article 74, Part III of the revised text, discusses the identification73

and warning signals on research equipment, Where the earlier text required

only that the equipment have "adequate warning signals", the new text requires

the use of "internationally agreed warning signals ... taking into account

the principles established by competent international organizations".

5. Responsibility and Liability

Articles 75 and 44, Part III of the revised text, deal with matters
74

of enforcement and liability for damage concerning marine scientific research,

A detailed discussion of these provisions is beyond the scope of this paper. A

few general points however can be made. Both the first and the revised texts75 76

require that states pass legislation and take necessary steps to enforce com-

pliance with the Convention's provisions by research vessels of their registm .

Thus a state can enforce the Convention's requirements concerning notification,

conditions, and consent against a research institution located within that st; te

wishing to do research in another state's coastal waters.

72
See also, first text, Part III, Art. 27.

73
See also, first text, Part III, Art. 33.

74
See also, first text, Part III, Art. 34-36.

75
First text, Part III, Art. 34 �st sentence! and Art. 35 l!.

76 Revised text, Part III, Art. 75  I! . See also, revised text, Part I II,
Art . 27.
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The revised text provides in effect that states and research institutions

can recover money damages caused by the actions of states in contravention of the

provisions of the Convention. Thus, if a coastal state wrongly seized or damaged

equipment � or perhaps wrongly prevented the performance of basic resear<:h in the

economic zone or on the continental shelf � the injured state or research institu-

tion could recover payment, presumably in the courts of that coastal state.

The first text would have imposed potentially very great liability on states

or research institutions concerning damages which might result from their research

activities. The earlier text held that the liability of states or research institu-

tions conducting economic zone or continental shelf research should be governed

by the laws of the coastal state, "... taking into account the releveant principles
78

of international law". Under this provision, a coastal state conceivably could

have imposed strict liability - and not requiredproof of negligence before 118-

bility attached - against research vessels. And conceivably, liability could have

been imposed not only for direct pollution damage, but also for consequential

damages - for example, loss of revenues resulting from foreign exploitation of re-

sources - resulting from research. The revised text has reduced the potential

liability for which research vessels  or their home states! may be held. The new

text would generally give jurisdiction to the courts of the research vessel's

flag state - not the coastal state - over questions of liability for research in

79the coastal states' economic zone or on its continental shelf. Home courts

would like1y be more favorable to a research vessel than would be foreign courts.

77
Revised text, Part III, Art. 75�! . This provision may be simply a more explicit
restatement of the first text, Art. 35�!, depending on the meaning given to that
ambiguous latter text.

78
First text, Part III, Art. 35�!.

79
Revised text, Part I I I, Art. 75 �! and 4k.
See also, revised text, Part IlI, Art. 27.
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80There are circumstances however under which the courts of a coastal or port
81

state, rather than the flag state, may have jurisdiction over a research

vessel. The new text would impose liability on states or research vessels only

82for pollution damage. Consequential damages probably could not be imposed.

The provisions of the Convention on responsibility and liability concerning
83marine research will doubtless be supplemented by other treaties and agreements.

The revised text however contains adequate provisions to ensure compliance with

the Convention by research institutions.

6. Settlement of Disputes

Once the Convention is brought into force, it is inevitable that there

will be disputes concerning the interpretation and meaning of its provisi.ons.

And in the area of marine scientific research, it is likely that no issue will be

more hotly debated than the distinction between basic and applied research. The

negotiations are now turning to the establishment of an effective and fair dispute

settlement mechanism to ensure uniform and objective application of the Convention.

Article 76, Part III of the revised text, establishes the initial procedures

which should be followed in the case of a dispute concerning the interpretation

and meaning of the Convention as it applies to marine scientific research. These

special Part III dispute settlement procedures are new to the revised text. h1-

though it is not clear at this stage of the proceedings, research institutions probabjy

cannot appear and speak for themselves as a "party to the dispute". They must be

80

See revised text, Part III, Art. 30.

81
See revised text, Part III, Art. 28.

82
Revised text, Part III, Art. 75�! and Art. 44�! .

83
See revised text, Part III, Art. 44�!.
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84
represented by their home states. First, the disputants are directed ro

negotiate. If the negotiations fail, they must then engage in non-binding con-

ciliation by experts, a procedure especially established for marine research

disputes.

If there has been no effective conciliation after 4 months under the pro-

cedures of Part III, the disputants must then proceed under the dispute settle-

ment mechanisms of Part IV. Dispute settlement was not formally discussed in
85

committee in the third session in Geneva, preceding the release of the first

text. However, the President of the Conference presented a Part IV text which

would create the machinery to resolve disputes arising under the Convention.

During the 4th session in New York, there was again no formal committee negotia-

tions or discussion of the settlement of disputes text. However, on the basis

of informal comments and discussions which did touch on dispute settlement, the

Conference President presented a revised Part IV text at the end of the 4th

session in New York. Since the Part IV text is not a committee text, it does not

have the status of the other texts.

The Part IV text has special procedures established to settle disputes con-

cerning marine scientific research. Under these procedures, research institutions

cannot appear and speak for themselves, but must be represented by their home

�86state as a "Contract Party". The procedures here established are elaborate,

84
If however a research vessel is seized by a coastal state, the research inscitu-
tion apparently can represent itself in a hearing before the Law of the Sea Tri-
bunal under article 15, Part IV of the revised text.

85
Revised text, Part IV, Annex II C.

86
Revised text, Part IV, Annex II C, Art. l.
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time-consuming, and incomplete. First, the disputants at the request of either
87 . . . 88party must once again engage in non-binding conciliation. This time, however,

89the conciliators are not necessarily experts. The report of the Conciliation
90Commission can be delayed for up to a year after its formation. If after con-

ciliation the parties are still in disagreement, then a special committee is con-
91 92vened at the request of any party. This committee shall be comprised of experts.

If the dispute is not held to involve "questions relating to the interpretation
of the Convention", then the special committee's decision - due within 5 months

93 94of the committee's formation - is binding on the parties. If, on the other

hand, the dispute is held to involve "questions relating to interpretation of the
Convention" � as any dispute over the meaning and application of the phrase

95"substantially related to the exploration and exploitation of resources"

surely would be - then the dispute must be settled by the Law of the Sea Tribunal,
the International Court of Justice, or an arbitral tribunal, depending upon the

87
Revised text, Part IV, Annex lA, Art. 7.

88 Revised text, Part IV, Annex 1I C, Art. 1 directs the disputants to first employ
the procedures of Part IV, Section I, Art. 6. This requirement for second round
conciliation is new to the revised text. See first text, Part IV, Annex II C,
Art. l.

89
Revised text, Part IV, Annex lA, Art. 2.

90
Revised text, Part IV, Annex lA, Art. 7.

91
Revised text, Part Iv, Annex IIC, Art. l.

92
Revised text, Part IV, Annex IIC, Art. l.

93
Revised text, Part IV, Annex IIC, Art. 6.

94
Revised text, Part IV, Annex IIC, Art. 9.

95
From revised text, Part III, Art. 60 2. a! .
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96
choice of the party disputants. These tribunals have the power to take binding

"provisional measures" while they hear the dispute.

A number of puzzling exceptions to the dispute settlement mechanisms are

declared in the Part IV revised text. Article 18 �!, Part IV, states that the

dispute settlement machinery shall not be applied to settle "... any dispute in

relation to the exercise of sovereign rights, exclusive rights or exclusive

jurisdiction of a coastal state ~ ~ .". The exception has exceptions, however.

Even if the sovereign or exclusive rights of the coastal state are called into

question, the dispute settlement procedure can be applied if:

18�! a!. it is claimed that the coastal state

"failed to give due regard to any substantive rights
specifically established by the Convention in favor
of other states"

18 l! b!, it is claimed that the coastal state

has violated its obligations under the Con-
vention..."

� 18 l! c!. it is claimed that the coastal state

has violated its obligations under the pre-
sent convention by failing to apply international
standards or criteria established by the present
Convention or by a competent international authority

which relate to the preservation of the marine
environment..." 98

Although it is far from clear, it is likely that disputes concerning the meaning

of the phrase "substantially related to the exploration and exploitation of re-

sources" would fall under Part IV, Article 18�! a! and  b! of the revised text,

and could be decided by the dispute settlement mechanisms. After all, the very

fact that special dispute settlement procedures are established for marine scientific

research would seem to argue that this question would fall within those procedures,

96
Revised text, Part IV, Annex IIC, Art. 7; Section II, Art. 9.

97
Revised text, Part IV, Art. 12.

While Art. 18 �!  a! 4  c! of the revised text roughly restate Art. 18 �! of
~ 1 ~ .. ~ ~ P1 ~ 1
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Even if the "exploration or exploitation" question can be decided by the

dispute settlement mechanisms, that machinery is cumbersome, time-consuming,

and incomplete. If a coastal country were arbitrarily and unreasonably to de-

clare that a proposed economic zone or continental shelf research project was

applied research, and withhold its consent, the research could not be performed
99

until the research institution won a favorable and binding ruling. Under the

dispute settlement provisions as presently drafted, *hat ruling may be 2 or more

years in coming.

Lengthy and flexible dispute settlement procedures may be necessary for the

resolution of certain fundamental issues raised under the Convention. The ques-

tion, however, of whether a given research project is basic or applied is ]ikely

to be a recurring issue. Due to the nature of the scheduling of research ship

cruises, it would be desirable to be abl.e to settle this type of dispute quickly.

The presently drafted dispute settlement mechanisms, as applied to characterizing

research as pure or applied, are quite cumbersome and time-consuming.

They work -to produce a de facto absolute consent regime for economic zone and

continental shelf research.

B. Marine Scientific Research Beyond the Zones of National Sovereignty

I. Deep Seabed Research

Marine scientific research on the deep seabed has, up to the present

day, been allowed virtually complete freedom. Article 68, Part III of the

revised text, declares in general that deep seabed research is a protected freedom.

ln a number of its specific provisions, however, the revised text would restrict

freedom of deep seabed research. The discussion here is principally concerned

with Part I of the revised text, After a brief discussion of the creation and

99
Revised text, Part III, Art. 77.
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authority of the International Seabed Authority, this paper will discuss those

provisions of the Part I text which have direct bearing on marine scientific

research on the deep seabed. Where relevant, this discussion will contrast the

revised with the first text.

a. Creation and Role of the International Seabed Authority

The Part I text is concerned with the deep seabed and ocean floor and

subsoil beyond the economic zone or continental shelf. This is designated as

100
"the Area" by the text. Mineral resources in the Area are declared to be t.he

common heritage of mankind. However, traditional freedom of the high seas101

the rights in the super-adjacent water column - are not affected. The text.102

established an International Seabed Authority to control the exploitation of the

seabed mineral resources and to insure that the resulting earnings are equitably

103
distributed to the nations of the world. The Authority will be an international

body, comprised of all the states that sign the Convention. 104

b. Restriction of Marine Scientific Research in the Area by the Authority

The revised Part I text contains a number of provisions that would re-

strict scientific research in the Area. As it is now written, however, the text

is both confused and possibly contradictory. The situations under which, and the

extent to which, research would be restricted is simply not clear,

Article 10�!, Part I of the revised text, declares that " t!he Authority

shall promote and encourage the conduct of scientific research in the Area", This

100
Revised text, Part I, Art. 2�!.

101
Revised text, Part I, Art. 3.

102
Revised text, Part I, Art. 15.

103
Revised text, Part I, Art. 20.

104
Revised text, Part I, Art. 20 and Art. 21.



is language of toleration, and accepts the fact that scientific research will be

performed principally by research institutions not affiliated directly with, or

working directly through, the Authority. The revised text grants much greater

freedom to scientific research in the Area than did the first text. The earlier

text gave the Authority the p!wer to control "all activities of exploration of

the Area and of the exploitation of' its resources, as well as other associated

activities in the Area including scientific research". And it required that�105

" t!he Authority shall be the centre for harmonizing and coordinating scientiiic

research". Research institutions were required to give detailed notification�106

107to the Authority concerning all proposed research in the Area and the Authority

was to actively supervise � and perhaps exercise consent powers over - such work.

The revised text however does not require such notification to the Authority.

And general scientific research in the Area, under the provisions of the revised

text, will not be actively supervised by the Authority and will not require Authority
108

consent.

In truth however the freedom of scientific research, generally proclaimed in

the revised text, applies only to basic research. Applied research in the Area

105
First text, Part I, Art. 22 and Art. 1 ii! .

106
First text, Part I, Art. 10 l! .

107
First text, Part III, Art. 25�! and 15.

108 The powers of the authority concerning marine scientific research, as well as
other matters, is still a subject of active debate. The pendulum may yet swing
back in the upcoming session to again give the authority broad powers over deep
seabed research.
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will be very much controlled by the Authority. Article 22, Part I, states:

"l. Activities in the Area shall be conducted directly by the
Authority and in association with the Authority and under
its control

"2. Activities in the Area shall be carried out in accordance
�109with a formal written plan of work drawn  by the Authority!

"Activities in the Area" are earlier defined as "all activities of exploration

110for, and exploitation of, the resources of the Area". Thus, the new Part I

text employs the same basic distinction between basic and applied research as is

employed by Part III. It is interesting to note however that the definition of

applied research that is used for deep seabed research  "all activities of ex-

ploration for, and exploitation of, the resources"j is certainly less ambiguous

and probably less expansive than the definition used for economic zone or con-

tinental shelf research  " substantially related to the exploration and exploitation

of the resources"! . 111
Research which consists simply of a study of resources, 112

109
Under revised text, Part I, Art. 28�! xj, the Authority's Counsil has
responsibility in this area.

110
Revised text, Part I, Art. 1 ii! .

111
See discussion at section Iii. A. 3.1, �,!  a.!, ~su ra.

112 Resources are defined in revised text, Part I, Art. lt'iii! and  iv!.

the existence of which are already known, would not be controlled by the Authority.

General exploratory research, where resources and non-resources alike may well be

discovered, would probably not be controlled, Exploratory research looking specifi-

cally for the location and examining the properties of resources alone, even

though exploitation is not under immediate consideration, probably would be con-

trolled. And research looking for exploitable resources, or developing means of

exploiting resources, clearly would be controlled. Most of the marine geographical

and geophysical research presently being done by marine scientists would remai~

outside the Authority's controls
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Article 12 a!, Part I of the revised text, gives the Authority the power ".o

regulate the "drilling, dredging, and excavation,  and! construction and

operation or maintenance of installations" connected with applied research,

And article 16�!, Part I, requires that " s!tationary and mobile installa-

tions" connected with applied research be controlled by the Authority. Basic

research however remains free from such controls.

The main revised text of Part I presents a fairly clear picture as to the

powers of the Authority over marine scientific research. Annex I to the Part

text however confuses the matter somewhat. Annex I can be interpreted as being

contradictory to the main text, and if so may grant greater powers to the Authority

to regulate marine scientific research. As previously mentioned, the main rev' sed

text of Part I is careful to limit the Authority's power to the regulation only of

that applied research consisting of "exploration for, or exploitation of, the

resources". Annex I, Part I, on the other hand, uses much broader language. Para-

graph 4 of Annex I, Part I, requires that all "exploration and exploitatior" be

performed only in areas designated in work plans by the Authority. And paragraph

12 of Annex I, Part I, details the rules and procedures which must be fol]owed For

all "prospecting, exploration and exploitation in the area". Clearly, if most

pure geophysical and geological research would not be considered "exploration For

resources" under the main revised text, it may well be considered "exploration

in the area" under Annex I, Part I.

If the language of Annex I, Part I, is read alone, it would seem to contradict

the main Part I text, and to substantially broaden the Authority's regulatory

Powers over marine scientific research. However, if Annex I, Part I, is ~ cad in

conjunction with the main text, and if it is viewed as supplementing rather than

supplanting its provisions, then the more narrow interpretation of the Authority's

powers would hald sway. This latter view would be supported by the fact that
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paragraph 4 of the Annex, Part I, refers explicitly to article 22 of the main

text, Part I. If Annex I, Part I, is viewed as being supplimentary to the

main text, then its provisions should apply only to regulate that more narrow

class of research concerned with "the exploration for, and exploitation of,

resources".

c. Restriction of Marine Scientific Research in the Area by Coastal

States

The first text required that whenever applied research  " related to

the resources"! was planned in an area adjacent to the economic zone or con-

tinental shelf for coastal state, and that research involved occasional entire.
113

by research vessels into the economic zone, coastal state consent was necessary,

And the first text required that notification of the coastal state was necessary

whenever applied research was conducted in the Area covering resources that also
114

fell partly within the economic zone or continental shelf.

The revised text has modified these requirements. Now, coastal state con-

sent is not necessary for applied research beyond the economic zone or continental

where the research vessel makes occasional entries into economic zone

waters. Now, however, " i!n cases where activities in the Area may result in

exploitation of resources lying within national jurisdiction, the prior consent

of the coastal State shall be required",
115

2. High Seas Research

As previously mentioned in section II of this paper, freedom of scien-

tific research was not specifically listed as one of the high seas freedoms in

113
First text, Part III, Axt. 25.

114
First text, Part I, Art. 14.

115
Revised text, Part I, Art. 14�!.
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the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas. However, most commentators agree

that the convention list is not exhaustive, and that freedom of research is a

high seas freedom under customary international law. This position has been

codified in Part. II of both the first and the revised texts. Thh- rovi,<d117 118

text states.

cpreedom of the high seas is exercised under the conditions laid
down by the present Convention and by other rules of interna-
tional law, It comprises, inter alia, both for coastal and
land-locked states:

 f! Freedom of scientific research

As outlined in the Part I text, a partial consent regime applies to deep seabed

research, And, under the Part III text, a partial consent regime applies to

research on the continental shelf beyond the economic zone. 0 Thus, a question

will arise under the proposed treaty as to when a research project constitutes

deep seabed or continental shelf research, subject to respective partial consent

regimes, and when it is research in the super-adjacent water column. The ques-

tion at this stage is not concerned with how to draw the line between ba 'ic and

applied research, instead it is concerned with how to distinguish deep seabed

and continental shelf research for high seas research.

The same question has arisen in efforts to interpret the 1958 Geneva Con-

121
vention on the Continental Shelf Article 2 of that Convention states that

" t!he coastal state exercises over the continental shelf
sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it and ex-
ploiting its resources."

116
High seas research is that research in the water column beyond the economic zone.

First text, Part II, Art 75 f! .

Revised text, PaTt IT, Art. 76 f!

119 See the discussion at section III. B. I., ~su ra.

120 See generally the discussion at section III. A., ~su ra.

121
See generally section IL of this paper, ~sn ra.
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And Article 5, paragraph 8 states:

"The consent of the coastal state shall be obtained in any
research concerning the continental shelf."

Developed research states have interpreted these provisions narrowly. They have

looked only to the manner in which the research is performed. They maintain that

coastal state consent is necessary only if the research project involves physical

contact with the continental shelf bed. Thus, for example, seismic research over

a shelf would not require consent.

Developing coastal states on the other hand have interpreted these provisions

broadly. They have looked to the object of the research study. They assert that

coastal state consent is necessary for all research which is concerned with shelf

resources, even if such research does not result in physical contact with the shelf

bed. The performance of continental shelf seismic research would, for them, require

coastal state consent.

In an effort to distinguish deep seabed from high seas research, the language

of the first text appeared to lean in favor of the approach favored by the developed

research states. Article 26, Part III of the first text, stated:

"All states whether coastal or landlocked 'as well as appropriate
international organizations shall have the right in conformity
with the provisions of this Convention to conduct marine scien-
tific research in the waters of the high seas beyond the limits
of the economic zone."

It was possible to interpret this as a broad grant of freedom of research. The

phrase "research in the waters of the high seas" seemed most likely to refer to

the location of the research vessel and its equipment, rather than to the obje=t

of study. Suppose that a research project would plainly have been applied and

concerned with the deep seabed resources, but would not physically have touched

the seabed. It could have been argued under the first text that the project was

research conducted "in the waters of the high seas" and free from the Authority's

consent powers. Seismic exploration of the deep seabed would not have been

subject to Authority consent under the first text.
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The language of the revised text however appears to lean in favor

of the approach favored by the developing coastal states. Article 69, Part

III of the revised text, declares:

"States, irrespective of their geographical location, as well
as competent international organizations, shall have the right,
in conformity with the provisions of Part one of this Conven-
tion, to conduct marine scientific research in the water column
beyond the limits of the economic zone."

Admittedly, this article is quite ambiguous. Nonetheless the phrase "research

in the water column beyond the limits of the economic zone" seems more likely

to refer to research which has the water column as its object of study, rather

than to research performed in the water column. The more likely interpretations

of the revised text would be that research concerned with the resources in the

seabed would not be "research in the wateT column", even if no physical contact

with the bed resulted. Seismic exploration of the deep seabed is probably now

subject to Authority consent.

3, Settlement of Disputes

Disputes may well arise between research states and the Authority over

the scope of the Authority's power to regulate marine scientific research . Such

122
disputes are to be settled by a Law of the Sea Tribunal. Although the Tribune!

123is empowered to make binding decisions, no maximum time limit is set for

such decisions to be made. The spectre is thus raised of a de facto absclute con-

sent regime over research in the Area as defined solely by the Authority. Pro-

posed research could effectively be thwarted by delays and lengthy proc»»ding»

before the Tribunal. This possibility is reduced somewhat by the fact that the

124
Tribunal is empowered to make provisional orders while it is hearing a disput»,

122
Revised text, Part I, Art. 33.

123
Revised text, Part I, Art. 37�!

124
Revised text, Part I, Art. 38.



IV. Proposed Amendments to the Revised Text

The Law of the Sea Conference has, in one form or another, been underway

tor almost 20 years. There are at present over ISO countries represented i»

the negotiations. Any attempt to analyze the trends of the Conference in recent

months must necessarily be an imprecise effort. This is especially true when,

as here, that analysis is based primarily on the first and the revised single

informal negotiating texts. Again, caution must be exercised to prevent placing

too much reliance on the provisions of the texts. The texts however are the only

visible product of the negotiations. In the main, they probably do reflect the

nature and the direction of the consensus which is developing,

Whether sufficient consensus will be established to result in a signed

.onvention is not at all clear at this stage. It is still possible that the

countries participating in the negotiations will be unable to reach sufficient

consensus and that the negotiations simply will not produce an effective treaty.

It is possible that only a few states will ratify the treaty. And it is po'sible

that only a few of the provisions of the final text will be ratified as a treaty.

Even if a treaty does not result, the negotiations will not have been e»ti.rely

in vain. It is true that the Authority cannot come into existence unless » t r .aty

is brought into force. And coastal countries will doubtless take u»ilat  ral. a ti in

in the absence of a treaty. The provisions of the final single negotiati»~s t=xt

however will likely serve as a rough guide for them to follow. If a treat, dc s

iiot result, i.t seems inevitable that most states will unilaterally declare 2 'i i

mile exclusive resource zones. The final text will likely serve as a rough guide

to define the rights they will enforce. Thus the Law of the Sea Conference serve.'

at the very least as a forum to debate the contours of the customary international

Iaw that may be established. The provisions of the final text of the Conference

will have an immediate and direct effect on marine scientific research, whether or

»ot a final Law of the Sea Treaty comes about.
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tions.

l. Under article 58, Part III, researchers are required to provi.de coastai

states with a detailed description of a proposed research proj ect in the

12Seconomic zone or on the continental shelf. The description must be pro-

vided at least four months in advance of the project's expected starting

date. Normally this requirement will not prove onerous to marine scientists.

On occasion, however, last minute chases in research projects may be de-

The project scientists may learn new facts shortly before, orsi rob le.

even during, a project. And equipment problems may occur. The four month

notification requirement would appear to prevent research project modifications

in these circumstances, even if the coastal state would not oppose such changes.

I"5 See the discussion at section III A.>.h.  I -!,

A basic outline of consensus has by now emerged concerning marine scientific

research. Coastal countries will have jurisdiction over an economic zone, extend-

ing 200 miles from shore, and over their continental shelf. At the least, the>

will have the power to restrict research in these areas which is in some sense

considered to be applied. Beyond the economic zone and continental shelf, an

International Seabed Authority will have control of the mineral resources, At

the least, it too will have the power to restrict research which is in some sense

considered to be applied.

It is unlikely that this basic outline of consensus will change in tXe course

of subsequent negotiations. However, the way in which this outline is fleshed

out by specific provisions may well be affected by the course of negotiations

in the subsequent sessions of the Conference. For this reason, I have here listed

a number of slight modifications and technical refinements in the revised text

which would help protect the vitality of marine scientific research. All of these

proposed amendments would fit within the general outline of consensus which has

been reached, and would likely receive serious consideration in subsequent new< tia-
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To provide for the flexibility sometimes necessary to pursue marine

scientific research, a new sentence should be added at the end of a rtic].e 58.

"Such researching parties shall provide coastal states with a
full description of any substantial changes in a research procect.
If such changes are the result of conditions which in good faith
were not known prior to the four months before the expected
starting date of the project, this description need not be pro-
vided four months in advance of the expected starting date of
the project."

2. As mentioned above, Article 58, Part III, requires that a detailed de-

scription of a proposed research project in the economic zone or on the

continental shelf be provided by the researchers to the coastal state.

Article 64 c!, Part III, allows a researcher to proceed with his project

unless, within two months after his notification, the coastal state made

"a request for supplemental information relevant to determining
more precisely the nature and obj ectives of the research proj ect."

And article 65 provides that:

"1. The coastal state shall have the xight to require the
cessation of any research activities in progress within its
economic zone or on its continental shelf if:

 a! the state or competent international organization
conducting marine scientific research fails to comply
substantially with the provisions of Article 58 of
this part of the Convention and compliance is not
secured within a reasonable time;

 b! information communicated to the coastal state under
,~ticle 58 of this part and the Convention regarding the
nature and objectives of the research project is shown to
be inacurate."

a practical matter, no researcher working under these provisions would

commence a research project in the face of coastal state unhappiness con-

cerning the information provided. A coastal state could in bad faith ask

additional questions indefinitely, thus stalling or even preventing an

obviously basic research project. In order to prevent a de facto »sc u«

126
See discussion at section III .A. 3.b.  'l.!,
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consent regime over coastal research, article 64 c! should be amende i

to allow a researcher to proceed with his project unless, within two

months of his notification, the coastal state made,

"a request for supplementary information relevant to determining
more precisely the nature and objectives of the research project.
In such event, the research may proceed unless two months subse-
quent thereto the coastal state communicated a statement that the
information provided regarding the nature or objectives of the
research project is inaccurate and does not conform to the mani--
festly evident facts."

Additionally, if coastal states are allowed to order the cessation of

research because they felt that the information provided was inadequate,

they may interfere arbitrarily and in bad faith with an obviously basic

research project. Certainly coastal states have a legitimate interest in

being fully informed as to the value of a proposed reserach project. But

the treaty should protect this interest by means less drastic than giving

the coastal state the right to order the cessation of the research project.

Consequently, article 65 should be amended by striking out section 65 l, a!,

Less drastic means of encouraging full and effective notification under

article 58 should be explored.

3, Article 59 g!, Part III of the revised text, requires that for all research,

the research institutions must,

"unless other wise agreed remove the scien!j ic installations or
equipment once the research is completed".

This will be burdensome to research institutions where large numbers of un-

manned data collection buoys are used. And the harmful effect to coastal

states of many of the smaller pieces of research equipment would not be very

great, In addition, it may be nearly impossible to retrieve a piece of equip-

ment which is lost to the bottom. On the other hand, coastal states have a

legitimate interest in preventing the littering and preserving the integrity

127
See discussion at section III.A.3.b.  I.I, ~su ra.
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of their coastal waters. Inertia and silence should be allowed to work

the other way, and article 59 g!, Part III, should be changed to read,

"if requested, remove t' he scientific installations or
equipment once the research is completed".

4. Article 60, Part III, states:

"1. Marine scientific research activities in the economic

zone or on the continental shelf shall be conducted with the

consent of the coastal state in accordance with the provisions
of this Convention.

2. The coastal state shall not withhold its consent to the

conduct of a marine scientific research project unless that
proj ect:

a!. bears substantially upon the exploration and ex-
ploitation of the living or non-living resources..."

This provision is intended to create a limited consent regime: the

coastal state can prevent applied research but not basic research. The

establishment of a limited consent regime is probably a necessary com-

promise which must be drawn between developed research states and develop-

ing coastal states. However, in the absence of adequate dispute settlement

mechanisms, the type of limited consent regime here established grants too

much discretion to coastal states. If coastal state consent must be

obtained in every case and if the coastal state has the sole effective

voice in deciding if a project is basic or applied, a de facto absolute

consent regime may have been established. For this reason, article 60,

Part III, should be struck. In its place, the treaty should re-adopt the

type of limited consent regime established in Part III of the first text,

Coastal state consent should be obtained for applied research, but consent

should not be necessary for basic research.

5. Article 60�! a!, Part III of the revised text, grants consent powers

to the coastal state over all marine scientific research in the economic

128
See discussion at section III.A.3.b.�. I  e.. 3 s ~su ra.
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zone or on the continental shelf which,

"bears substantially upon the explorgjon and exploitation of
the living or non-living resources".

This language is quite ambiguous, and can reasonably be construed to include

within its ambit much research activity that is generally considered to be

basic. If article 60, Part III, is to be retained, its language should be

clarified to bring it in conformity with that of Part I. Coastal state

consent powers should not extend over that research generally considered

to be basic. Coas t al states should have veto power over commercial explora-

tion but not over scientific exploration. Article 60�! a!, Part III, should

be amended to require coastal state consent only for that marine science

research which,

"bears substantially upon the exploration for, or exploitation
of, the living or non-living resources".

6. Article 60�!, Part III, of the revised text grants consent powers to

the coastal state over all marine scientific research, basic or applied,

which

" b! involves drilling or the use of explosives;

 c! unduly interferes with economic activities performed
by the coasta1 state in accordance with it~3jurisdic-
tion as provided for in this Convention".

Article 60�! b!, Part III, might be construed to include several bottom

sampling and seismic profiling techniques. And article 60�! c!, Part III,

is quite vague, Article 60�! b!, Part 1II, should be amended to give con-

sent powers to coastal states only over marine scientific research which

" b! involves drilling to a depth of meters or the
use of explosives which may significantly damage the living
or non-living resources or may significantly affect other
uses by the coastal State".

129
See discussion at section III.A.3.b. �. !  a. i  ii.!, shura.

130
See discussion at section III A.3.b. I3.! ib.!, ~su ta.
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The meaning of the phrase "economic activities" in 60�! c!, Part [I],

should also be clarified.

7. Article 61, Part III, of the revised text states,

"The results of a research proj ect bearing substantially
upon the exploration and exploitation of the living or
non-living resources of the economic zone and on the continental
shelf of a coastal State shall not be published or made inter~
nationally available against the express wish of that State".

Under this provision, it would be possible for a coastal state to deny the

right of publication after giving its consent to applied research and after

the research was completed. However, many scientists would decide not to

engage in research--even if it were applied research--if they knew that

they could not publish the results. It would be desirable to provide that

a coastal state must decide whether publication will be allowed at the time

that it consents to the applied research, before the research is performed.

Incorporating too the recommended amendment to article 60�! a!, Part !II;

article 61, Part III, should be amended to read:

"1. The results of a research project bearing substantially
upon the exploration for, or exploitation of, the living or
non-living resources of the economic zone and on the contin-
ental shelf of a coastal State may be published or made inter-
nationally available unless that State expressly withheld its
consent to such publication or dissemination at the time that
it granted its consent to such research under Article 60 of
this Part of the Convention,

"2, The results of a research project permitted under Article
64 of this Part of the Convention may be published or made
internationally available".

8. Article 62, Part III, of the revised text states:

"States shall seek to promote through competent international
organizations the establishment of general criteria and
guidelines to assist States in ascertaining f!! nature and
implications of marine scientific research".

131
see discussion at section III, A.3.b.�.!, ~su ra.

132
bee discussion at section III ' A.3.b.�.!  a.! ii.!,
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This article attempts to standardize the distinction between basic and

applied research that the coastal states will draw in specific situations.

Although it may be politically difficult to do so, it would be desirable

to strengthen the guidelines that would be drafted. The developing countries

should not oppose general, binding guidelines if they have full participation

in their formation. And research states would benefit from the greater

certainty--and the reduced reliance on the dispute settlement mechanisms--

that would result. Article 62, Part III, should be amended to read;

"States shall seek to promote through competent international
organizations the establishment of binding general criteria
and binding guidelines concerning the nature and implications of
marine scientific research".

9. Article 63, Part III, of the revised text requires:

"Communication concerning the research project shall be a6de
through appropriate official channeIs unless otherwise agreed".

In order to avoid the diplomatic and political machinations that official

communications would entail in some circumstances, it is desirable to

provide greater flexibility and to allow for more informal communication

from the research institutions directly to the coastal state. It would be

desirable on occasion to be able to avoid entanglement with Fo>e> ;> 0 <ice'

of the research state and perhaps even the coastal state. It is not clear

whether this can ever completely be done under the present article. 'Jhere-

fore article 63, Part III, should be amended to read:

"Communication concerning the research project may be made through
either official or unofficial channels".

10. Article 65�!, Part III of the revised text, states:

"The coastal State may likewise require the fulfillment of any
outstanding obligations as referred to in article 59 before
the commencement of any subsequent research project by the de-
faulting party within the ecopgpic zone or on the continental
shelf of the coastal State".

133see discussion at section III. A.3.b. �.!, ~su sa.
134

dee discussion at section III A.3.b. �.j  b.!, ~su ta.
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As the article is now written, this punishment may well be imposed on

all the research institutions within a country if only one of them did

not comply with the conditions of article 59, Part III. For this reason

article 65 �!, Part III, should be amended to read:

"The coastal State may likewise require the fulfillment of
any outstanding obligations as referred to in A rticle 59
before the commencement of any subsequent research project,
within the economic zone or on the continental shelf of the
coastal State, by the particular state or international
organization which performed such prior research and is now
in default".

ll. Article 76, Part III, establishes the machinery for the settlement of
135

disputes. It provides first for negotiation, then for conciliation, and

fina]ly for the procedures of Part IV to resolve disagreements under the

Convention. However, disputes concerning the scope of a coastal state' s

consent powers under article 60, Part III, may be exempted from the machinery

of Part IV, and may be left to the unilateral determination of the coastal

state. Article 18, Part IV, of the revised text declares that whenever a

dispute arises in relation to the exercise of "sovereign rights, exclusive

rights or exclusive jurisdiction of a coastal State", the dispute settlement

mechanisms shall not apply, except  in part!:

" a! when it is claimed that a coastal State has violated its
obligations...by failing to give due regard to any substantial
rights specifically established by the present Convention in
favor of other States.

" b! when it is claimed that any other state when exercising
the aforementioned freedoms has violated its obligations under
the Convention..."

Disputes concerning the scope of a coastal state's consent powers under article

60, Part III, may fall within these provisions, but it is not clear. Therefore,

a new section to article 18�!, Part IV, of the revised text, should be added

making the dispute settlement mechanisms applicable:

ee discussion at section III A.6.,~su ra.



"18�!  d! when the dispute concerns the interpretation
or application of Chapter II, Marine Scientific Research,
Part III, of this Convention.

12. The dispute settlement machinery of article 76, Part III, and Part

136
IV, is both cumbersom and time-consuming. Assuming that questions

concerning the scope of coastal state consent powers can be decided by the

mechanisms, it may be two ar more years before a final and binding decision

is reached. Given the nature of the scheduling of research ship cruises,

this is simply too long to resolve the uncertainty of whether a research

project can or cannot be performed. An absolute consent regime may be

established de facto in the economic zone and on the continental shelf. There

should be created a special, expedited, binding dispute settlement procedure

for disputes which arise concerning the interpretation of Chapter II, Marine

Scientific Research, Part III, of the Convention.

13. The main text of Part I grants the International Seabed Authority the

power to control marine scientific research which is concerned with "explora-

137
tion for, and exploitation of the resources" of the Area. Annex I to the

main text, Part I, however grants power to the Authority over all "exploration
138

and exploitation" of the Area. It is not clear whether Annex I is simply

restating the more narrow powers of the main text, Part I, or whether it is

139
substantially expanding it. This ambiguity should be resolved in favor of

the former interpretation, and Annex I of Part I, should be amended by using

the phrase "exploration for, and exploitation of, the resources of the Area"

in every instance where the phrase "exploration and exploitatiod'is presently

used.

136see discussion at section III, A.6., ~su ra.
137

Revised text, Part III, Art. 1 ii!.
13Brevised text, Part I, Annex I, para 4, para 12.
139Boca discussion at section III. B.l.b., ~su rs.



14. Article 67, Part III, declares:

"States, irrespective of their geographical location, as
well as competent, international organizations, shall have
the right, in conformity with the provisions of Part One
of this Convention, to conduct marine scientific research
in the water column beyond the limits of the economic zone.

The application of this article is unclear when it is read in conjunction

with the part I text. Would it subject to Authority consent powers the

exploration for deep sea bed resources which did not involve physica1 con-

tact with the sea bed itself? Probably it would. Yet, the Authority's

jurisdiction should be confined only to matters directly relating to the

sea bed resources. If the Authority is empowered to regulate purely water

column research activities at this time, other high seas freedoms too may

soon fall under its power. Abuses which may result from so confining

Authority jurisdiction can be dealt with by less sweeping measures as they

occur. For these reasons, article 69, Part III, should be amended tc read:

"States, irrespective of their geographical location, as well as
competent international organizations, shall have the right to
conduct marine scientific research in the waters beyond the limits
of the economic zone. The performance of marine scientific re-
search which involves physical contact with the sea bed beyond
the limits of the continental shelf or economic zone shall be
done in conformity with the provisions of Part I of this convention".

15. The Law of the Sea Tribunal is designated to make decisions resolving

disputes between the Authority and research states as to whether a research

141project isbasic or applied, and whether it is sea bed or high seas research.

Although the Tribunal is empowered to make binding provisional oTders, there

is no maximum time limit for it to reach a decision in the event it does not

142
do so. A new sentence to article 38, Part I should be added:

140
Bee discussion at III.B,2., ~su ra.

141
Revised text, Part I, Art. 33,

142see discussion at section III, B.3., ~su ra.



"If provisional measures are not ordered under this article,
the maximum period for the Tribunal to resolve disputes concerning
the interpretation and application of Article 1  ii! of Part I
of the Convention shall not exceed 4 months from the date the dis-
pute is first submitted to the Tribunal for settlement".

actively support stronger and more specific provisions concerned with the transfer

143 144of marine technology, the creation of and participation in regional centers,

the active participation of coastal states both in project planning and or, board

145 146
vessels, and the assistance of coastal states in assessing results. Re-

search states should more actively police and punish those that would perform

obvious applied research under the guise of basic research. And research states

should refrain from engaging in military surveillance under the guise of basic

research.

143 kevised
144 revised
145 Revised
145 vevised

Part IIl, Chapter Il, Section II, and Chapter III.
Part III, Art. 87 and Art. 88.

text,

text,

text, Part III, Art. 59.

text, Part III, Art. 59.

16. The amendments proposed above would reduce ambiguities now present in the

revised text and. would make the text more favorable to marine scientific research,

In large part, the amendments attempt to remove those text provisions which

might result in a de facto absolute consent regime. If marine scientific research

is to survive, it must be removed as much as possible from the wider political

and diplomatic controversies of the international arena. Research would on!y

suffer if it were subjected to a de facto absolute consent regime and used by

developing states as a lever to gain political advantage against developed re-

search states.

Needless to say, these amendments will favor the developed research states.

In return for these amendments, the research states will probably have to make

some concessions to the developing coastal states. Research states should
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